Conventional distributed adaptive routing strategies usually work well for packet switch ng networks only in the absence of link/node failures. However, they cannot avoid looping messages for an extended period in case of link/node failures.
In this paper, we develop a multi-order routing strategy which is loop-free even in the s presence of link/node failures. Unlike most conventional methods in which the same routing trategy is applied indiscriminately to all nodes in the network, nodes under the proposed strat o tegy may adopt different routing strategies in accordance with the network structure. We no nly develop the formulas to determine the minimal order of a routing strategy for each node -i to eliminate looping completely, but also propose a systematic procedure to strike a comprom se between the operational overhead and network adaptability. Several illustrative examples are K also presented.
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INTRODUCTION
For packet switching networks, routing is a key to their performance and reliability [1, 2] . t Among the various routing algorithms proposed thus far [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , distributed adapive routing algorithms have drawn considerable attention because of their high potential for l e reliability and adaptability. The ARPANET's previous routing strategy (APRS) [3] is a typica xample of these. Under APRS, the path from one node to every other node is not determined a e in advance. Instead, every node maintains a network delay table to record the shortest delay vi ach link emanating from the node. A minimal delay table in a node, which contains the e o delays of the optimal paths (i.e., the path requiring the minimal delay) from that node to all th ther nodes is passed to all of its adjacent nodes as a routing message at every fixed time inter--_ ____ rout e i val (e.g., 128 ms in APRS). Note, however, that under APRS each node sends the sam ng message to all __ its neighbors without making any distinction between receiving nodes. This i forces some nodes to receive useless routing messages, thereby resulting in undesirable looping n case of link/node failures. The network recovery process after certain failures will thus be F delayed [11] . An example of the network recovery process under APRS for the network in ig. 1 is given in Table 1 . Notice that it requires 20, 19, 17 and 20 time intervals, respectively for N , N , N and N to get their new optimal paths to N . The routing algorithms proposed in [5, 6, 7] have the same major features as the one i PRS, except they employ more provisions to cope with network failures. However, they still A cannot avoid some inherent drawbacks such as poor adaptability and inefficiency [7, 12] . The RPANET's current routing strategy (ACRS) [8] uses a different approach for handling rout--t ing messages. In ACRS, every node in the network is required to keep and maintain informa ion of the entire network. ACRS will always reach a correct routing decision as long as the s global information at each node is accurate and consistent. However, this strategy require e n every node to contain a large storage area for the global information and may make the entir etwork congested with messages for updating the global information. 1, 10, 8 and 9, respectively. Although this modification leads to a significant improvement h over APRS in reducing the looping effects, it does not eliminate them completely. In [4] , we ave rigorously analyzed the performance of a routing strategy using the above modification.
t
We proved that, although ping-pong type loops (i.e., loops with two nodes) can be removed by he above modification, multi-node loops (i.e., loops with more than two nodes) may still exist. m More importantly, we extended our analytical results to routing strategies which are free of ulti-node loops. We showed that a routing strategy can eliminate multi-node loops by keepn ing in network delay tables not only the delay of each minimal path but also a set of first few odes in the path. The number of nodes included in the routing message is referred to as the t u order of the corresponding routing strategy. The number of nodes in a loop that can be presen nder a routing strategy increases with the order of the routing strategy [4] . n t each node to make the network completely loop-free. As we shall prove later, depending o he network structure, we can determine the portion of a path that each node should keep and -b send to its neighboring nodes in order to eliminate looping completely. Unlike the other distri uted routing strategies where the same strategy is applied indiscriminately to every node in a s f network, the order of a node's routing strategy depends on the network topology and varie rom one node to another. It will be interesting to see that our proposed strategy will require -p most nodes to keep only a fairly small portion of each path and can still remove looping com letely. Notice that we remove looping effects by augmented minimal delay vectors, whereas the method described in [10] is based on the use of extensive protocols.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present necessary definitions and 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTING STRATEGY

Definitions and Notation
For a computer network N , let V(N ) and E(N ) denote respectively the set of computer oop. Besides, to illustrate the network recovery process after link/node failures, we assume 2 that the network N is connected throughout our discussion. he shortest delay path from N via N ∈A to N under the k-th order routing strategy. Also, let P be the path specified by NT . Then, NT is a record containing two fields: NT .dly
nd NT .set, where NT .dly denotes the delay of P and NT .set is an ordered set of the 
RM .set = H (P ) where P is the path with the delay RM .dly.
When the routing message RM is received by N , N uses this message to update it etwork delay table as follows, where means prefixing a node to an ordered set.
otice that APRS and the routing strategy in TIDAS are actually special cases of the -t above strategy when k=0 and k=1, respectively. For the network in Fig. 1 , the network opera ions under the second order routing strategy are described in Table 3 , where the subscript of c each entry in the network delay tables represents the set of the second and third nodes of the orresponding path. If enough routing information is recorded, a node can determine that the f use of some of its neighbors will not lead to loop-free paths; such neighbors will be removed rom the construction of loop-free paths. The entries in Table 3 
MINIMAL ORDER LOOP-FREE ROUTING STRATEGY
Although a higher order routing strategy is necessary for some nodes to avoid potential 
where N ∈V(N ), N ,N ∈A , and 2nd(L ) is the second node in the loop L . Then, the quan ity R can be determined by the following theorem.
T i←k,j heorem 1: (2) and (4), we get h(L ) > R , leading to a con-
radiction. This means R ≥ r , and R = r thus follows. Q.E.D.
Note that the minimal order routing strategy for N must be determined by routing mes The expected number of time intervals required for an arbitrary node to find a new nonfaulty ptimal path to any other node when L becomes faulty can be expressed as:
here m (C ) denotes the number of time intervals for N to obtain a new nonfaulty r optimal path to N when the configuration is C and L becomes faulty. The expected numbe v k ij a n of time intervals to recover from an arbitrary link failure (i.e., switch from a broken path to ew nonfaulty path) in the configuration C can then be determined by:
Note that RT(C ) can be viewed as a measure of adaptability of C . The smalle T(C ), the better adaptability C possesses. To compute Eq. (7), we must show how to The set of all potential loops in the network with the configuration C can be expresse
et L(P ) denote the set of loops in the path P . P is said to be a possible path in the . configuration C if L(P ) ⊆ SPL(C ), i.e., every loop contained in P belongs to SPL(C )
Denote the set of all possible paths in the configuration C by LP(C ). Then, m (C ) ca e expressed by: 
. If the test result of S1 is true then 
C
(ii) the difference in the order of strategy between any two adjacent nodes is greater than one learly, the knowledge of the minimal order for loop-free routing and the strategy compatibile ity reduces the number of configurations to be evaluated significantly. Configurations of the xample network in Fig. 2 are evaluated in the following sequence.
[
. . . ship between these quantities can be determined by the following theorem.
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Lemma 1:
Proof: (a) Suppose the node N is assigned 0. Then, it can be attached to N only Proof: Obviously, the number of acceptable assignments for any connected graph is t always less than or equal to that of its spanning tree. That is, the upper bound is attained by a ree structure. Now, we want to prove that the maximum is attained when the tree is a star structure, and then the upper bound follows from Lemma 1. 
Remarks
Using the procedure discussed thus far, one can determine the optimal configuration from However, in light of the derivation of Theorem 1, it can be verified that a higher-orde oop is less likely to occur, since the delay of the higher-order loop is unlikely to be less than 2 a that of a second optimal path. Moreover, as we formulated in [4] and illustrated in Tables 1,   nd 3 , recovery from a link/node failure is sped up significantly when the order of routing strategy is increased; this is true even if the order of routing strategy is increased not so high as 
. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a minimal order loop-free routing strategy. Unlike most l n conventional methods in which the same routing strategy is applied indiscriminately to al odes in the network, each node under the proposed strategy adopts its optimal routing stras tegy. We have not only developed the formulas to determine the minimal order of the routing trategy for each node to eliminate looping completely, but also proposed a systematic pron cedure to strike a compromise between the operational overhead and network adaptability. The umber of configurations to be evaluated is rigorously analyzed with a combinatorial approach. 
